Stylette
364 points; beautiful dark‐haired female human with light skin and glasses. 5’11”. Bringing
up her weight is a bad idea.

Attributes [100]
Strength 10, Intelligence 10, Dexterity 17, Health 10 [100 points]
Thrust/Kick 1d‐2 (punch 1D‐4), Swing 1d; Spd: 6.75; Move 6; Dodge 12*; Hit Pts 10; Fatigue
10; Lift 250

Advantages [216]
Good Reputation (+4 as a total bad‐ass bounty hunter) [20], Legal Enforcement Powers (5 pts.,
same powers as a modern day policeman) [5], Rank (level 4 of 8 in the bounty hunter’s guild) [20],
Very Beautiful (25 pts., +2 reaction, +4 to opposite sex), Cool (+1 to fright checks) [1], Strong Will
(+5) [20], Alertness (+4) [20], High Pain Threshold [10], Toughness (+2) [25], Fit [5], Luck (re‐
roll once/hour), Sharpshooter (always gain ACC of guns, knowledge of all guns, negate 2 penalty pts.
to hit with guns) [45], Contacts (10 undefinded) (Basic, Fairly often, Usually Reliable) [10],
Unusual Background (Intensive Training; Stylette can spend any amount of points on skills) [10]

Disadvantages [-48]
Code of Honor (Stays Bought) [‐5], Disturbing Voice (‐10), Cannot Harm Innocents (‐10),
Comical (Quirk), Nerdy (Quirk), Smokes (Quirk), Stubbornness (‐5), Curious (‐5), Bad Sight (‐
10, correctable), Intolerance (Kruge) [‐5]

Skills [96]
Athlete
Acrobatics (DX‐1), Climbing (DX), Jumping (DX+1), Wrestling (DX) Running (DX‐1), Swimming (DX+1),
Computer Expert
Computer Operation (IQ+1), Computer Programming (IQ‐1), Computer Hacking (IQ‐2), Electronics, Computers (IQ),
Detective
Area Knowledge, Local (IQ+1), Guns (Pistol) (DX+2) Forensics (IQ‐1), Law (IQ‐1),
Driver (car thief, getaway driver, race car driver, etc.)
Driving (car) (DX), Mechanic (car) (IQ),
Brawler
Brawling (DX+1, add 1/10 of final score to damage), Intimidation (IQ), Wrestling (DX)
Gambler
Acting (IQ), Detect Lies (IQ‐1), Gambling (IQ), Holdout (IQ), Mathematics (IQ‐1), Sleight of Hand (DX‐1)
Knife‐Fighter
Knife (DX+1), Thrown Weapon (Knife) (DX+1)
Language Expert
Language (Average) (IQ: Chinese, Russian, Spanish, Japanese)
Martial Artist
Judo: Throws (DX‐1), Karate: Punching & Kicking (DX‐1, add 1/5 of final score to damage), Katana (DX), Fast‐Draw* (DX+1)
Medic
First Aid (IQ+1)

Outdoorsman
Tracking/Hunting (IQ), Poisons (IQ‐1)
Pilot (plane, helicopter, jet pack, etc.)
Piloting, Military Jet (DX), Area Knowledge (World) (IQ‐1), Gunner (Jet Machine Guns) (DX), Gunner (Missiles) (DX)
Thief‐Rouge
Escape (DX‐1), Stealth (DX), Streetwise (IQ), Sleight of Hand (DX‐1), Fast‐Talk (IQ), Scrounging (IQ+1), Shadowing (IQ),
Lockpicking (IQ), Hidden Lore (Local Criminal Network) (IQ)

Weapons and Equipment
Guns! Auto Pistol (Generic) (2): Guns (pistol) skill, cr 2d+2, Acc 3, 2 pounds, ROF 3 (non‐auto), 15 shots, recoil ‐1
The Big Guns Grenade (Generic): Thrown Weapon skill, crushing damage 5d, 1.5 pounds
Armor, Modern Kevlar (PD2, DR 16, 10 lbs.)

Background
Jenny Crushings was the victim of an attack on her Earth (in dimension 263) by the Kruge, an alien race of shapeshifters that
turned the humans there into slaves. She was trained by the Kruge as a soldier, having a natural affinity for combat, and a
cortex bomb was placed into her skull as assurance that she would obey. The Kruge were defeated, and almost completely
destroyed. She now hires herself out to hunt that race down, one at a time. The money she receives is often gambled away or
given to those in need, but she always keeps enough not to be poor. Her comical attitude and interest in all things Japanese
hide a very serious side to her personality – the Kruge also killed her young son. She doesn’t talk about it.
Jenny’s voicebox was removed by the Kruge and replaced with a telepathic communicator. The communicator was removed (it
was also a tracking device), and her voice was repaired with an electronic device. This gives her a very female, but unusual and
electronic voice.

